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EDITORÍ"\L

The bulk of ttris newsletter is taken up with ECS matters' More general

cetacean items *ilï Uã-contained in the summer issue' If you have any

material for that issue, please send it to che first-named editor by July 15th'

In particular, it *ä"ra õè-ãooa to nà"ã õ*" updates on rese¿gch activities

"l ãoo**atio., issues thaiyou know about in your country-

Those of you who did not travel to San Remo miSSed an excellent

conference. rt wãs in ract the uesi atien¿e¿ meeting in--the history- of the

sociery - so many ltalian cetãcean enthusiast"s! The standard of

presentatiorr, *ui- fenerally very high' ald the. kevnote lectures were

excellent. We are very grateful - "*it invited speakers Drs ,Birkun'
Brownell, di Natale, Hiitop, and Perrin who addressèd themes relating to

cetaceans and fisheries and ptoUi"*t facing Black Sea dolphins' In

connection wittr the latter, th€ ti*aio" i¡1 tftl Black Sea appear.s to be

pretry desperate (;;, ì;-;;;^*pr", t¡ã ráñe.mm.Romania included in this

issue); the Socieryãi tn" AGNf "å,"d "i^oi-o"sly 
to presented-a united

fronr in expressitíg;'u,|*;.-"; rðiãe clurent situation' and to find ways

to suppol our coúeagues wort.ini-in tng iegion. A statement of concern is

being drafted OV tne"ðouncil aoá *itt be sént to the governments of all

counrries bordering the Black S"i àt-*ãi1u.t.to .the Euiopean Commission

and otheryei",ra.ãi-auiñorities. Thä-tãn of this statement will be published

in a forthcoming newsletter'

This issue of t¡e newsletter has a slightly diffe:ent format than previous

ones in that it is not d.ivided into twdcoli¡mns' This was done so as to save

space, since there was rather more information to impart to members than

usual. However, we wout¿ *etcoÀe-ãõ**ã"ts from 
-members as to which

sryle rhey prefer. ine ma¡ority opinio"GU be then be adopted in future

newsletters.

Do please continue (or start if ygu haven't already!) sending your

contributioos foi tne bànef,t of ¡I tó.i"rf t"embers' Have a good summer!
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ECS NEWS

FIFTH ANNUAI REPORT OF THE ECS: 1991

Membership of the European Cetacean Society numbers 292 (after the San
Remo Conference) from 25 countries (2O European), with UK (52), Germa-ny
(47), üe Netherlands (36), ItaJy (27), Denmark (23), and Spain (21) having
the highest repreentation. Other member countries include Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Faroes, Finland, France, Iceland, I¡eland, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, and Australia, Canada,
Japan, Peru, and USA.

A successful conference was held at Sandefjord, Norway between 2t-23
February, on the theme of Marine Mammal die-offs. Unfortunately, the
attendance was limited to 85 persons from fourteen countries, due to
circumstances such as tbe cost of anending the conference and problems
related to the Gulf war. Three invited speakers attended: David St Aubin
from Canada, Ilona Visser from the Netherlands, and Bernd Würsig from
USA. The abstracts of that meeting were published as proceedings under
the title European Research on Cetaceaas - 5.

A workshop on cetacean pathology was held in Leiden, the Netherlands
between l3-L4 September L99L, organised jointly by Thijs Kuiken and
Manuel Garcia Hartrnann. It was anended by 52 persons from 12 European
counrles and three visltors from USA. The aim of the workshop was to
bring together people working on cetacean pathology, discuss methods and
¡sçhniqu€s of sampling and to agree upon a minimum sampling protocol.
The resultant draft protocol is circulated for comments to the general
membership with this newsletter. The report of the workshop, including
the final protocol, will be published as a special issue of the newsletter
during the summer.

Three newsleters were produced during the year. One includes the special
report on the sightings workshop beld in Palma de Mallorca on 1 March
1990; the oûrer two review recent research and new items in Europe and
elsewhere in the world, conservation issues, cetacean meetings and
publications, ?nd with requests for information or biological material. We
are very grateful to Marjan Addink and Joke Bakker for their dedicated
support with regard to the newsletter.

The Councils of the ECS and the European Association for Aquatic Mammals
(EAAM) tried to develop a closer cooperation of the two societies, at tTIe
sarne time allowing the two bodles to keep their separate identities. This will
result in L992 in an exchange of delegates at annual meetings and an
exchange of information, each of the societies having agreed to circulate
the information provided to its membership ttrrough newsletters or any
other means.

Finally, the European Cetacean Society continued to provide advice to
government departments arrd non-governmental organisations in various
European countries; it also provided specialist information to a number of
public enquiries.

Geneviève Desportes

Hon. Secretary
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FiINANCTAT REPORT OF THE ECS FOR THE YEAR UP TO 19 FEB 1992

CREDN f.

Balance at 18 F€b 1991
Bala¡ce ftom Dutch account
Cash & Balance from Sande$ord conference
Membership fees
Sale of Proceed.ings, etc
Interest

3867.29
1514.96
1105.E1
1507.15

31.50
28036

8307.O7

DEBIT

Conference related expenses
Secreta¡ial
Production of Proceedings
Postage

1365.88
323.38
695.m
717.7L

3101.97

Credit balance at 19 Feb 1992 5205.10

Philip Hammond

Hon. Treasurer

REPORT OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, 21 MARCH L992,
SAN REMO, ITALY

Among the 156 persons registered for the L992 conference, T6 were present
at the AGM. This is a very high parricipation and should be acknowtedged.

1. Annual Report The above report was presented.

2. Financial Report The above report was presented.

3. Changes to Council After three years of serving as Treasurer and
two years as Council member, Chris Smeenk reti¡ed from the Council, his
place being taken by Marina Lowenstein de Sequeira (Pornrgal). On behalf
of the Council and the membership at large, th€ Chairman thanked Chris
for his dedication and role in building rhe sociery.
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4. Newsletter and role of contact persons The Editor expressed the
need for greater participation from the membership at large. Too much of
the newsletter was being written by the editors themselves or fellow
Council members. The membership were requested to send in any material
that they thought might interest colleagues: local news items, conservation
issues, notices of meetings, new books on cetaceans, lists of pubücations, or
requests for samples or information. The newsletter is the primary organ
of communication for the society. If it is to serve the membership
adequately, then members must make a greater effort to provide material
for it. it was suggested that a major role of national contact persons should
be to gather material from within their cotlntry for dissemination to the
rest of the membership via the newsletter. In order to achieve this more
effectively, a standard sheet would be prepared and circulated by the
Secretary at regular intervals (say three times a yeaÍ, to coincide with each
of the three newsletters published). Other functions which contact persons
could Serve within their country include membership drives, general
publicity of the ECS, and possibly the distribution of newsletters o r
proceedings.

5. Working Groups. The objectives of a working group are to
coordinate resea¡ch, to organise workshops, and to provide a surnmary on
tlre status of our knowledge. Some of the working groups, originally
created in 1987, no longer seem to have a useful purpose, others are in
practice non-existent, while a need for new ones was felt. Therefore the
council proposed that after review of the actual situation by the relevant
chairman or a spokesm¿a, the existence of each would be discussed by the
assembly. The results were as follows

- Strandings (M. Podesta, chair; report by P. Evans): dissolved
- Sightings (P. Evans, chair): stands
- Bycatches (S. Northridge, chaiç report by C. Kinze): dissolved in

its present form, but see below
- Ha¡bour Porpoises (C. Kinze, chair): see below
- Computers (J.W. Broekema, chair; report by P. Evans): stands to

take care of the COSINE project (further details later in
newsletter)

- UNEP/CMS (K. Lankester, chair; report by P.Hammond):
dissolved (agreement having been signed in
September 1991)

- Pathology (T. Kuiken, chair): stands

The setting up of a Mediterranean Sea working group was proposed and
accepted. Further details are given later in this newsletter. Among other
things, it would take care of tlre relationst¡.ip with the CIESM, and propose
joint meetings with the CIESM every two years. An informal meeting of this
working group was held, and A. Aguilar was proposed as chai¡man.

Since a Mediterranean Sea working group was created, C. Kinze proposed
the creation of a North and Baltic Seas working group which would deal
with the harbour porpoise and ot-her cetacean species in these areas, and
with one of ttreir most sensitive problems, that of bycatches. The harbour
porpoise and bycatch working groups would subsequently be dissolved,
their activities largely taken up by this new group. A note about this
proposal is included in this newsletter.

A working group on telemetry was proposed by C. Guinet. Although of
interest to ECS members, it was tJrought premature to have one at present
since nobody is actually using this technique on cetaceans in Europe. The
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subject could be the second theme at the Inverness conferene, and if much
interest arises, the mafter may be reconsidered.

6. Internship A report was provided to the Council by Giovanna
benazzo concerning t¡e 1991 summer internship at the Center for Coastal
Sludies, Massachusetts, USA. A shoner more informal summary is presented
in this newsletter.

No other similar internship was proposed for the ECS for the summer of
L992.It is, however, expected that some kind of internship will be made
available by the CCS for the summer of L993. Possibilities at other insdrutes
are also currently being invesdgated.

7. Future venues for conferences The location of annual
conferences should be decided two years in advance in order to ease the
organisation (including fundraising), and to allow members to be able to
choose benveen different venues.

- 1993: Inverness
- 1994: Malta, Montpellier proposed by J.M. Bompar and G. Oliver, the

Faroe Islands proposed by D. Bloch.
- 1995: Lugano, Swiuerland proposed by B. Jann.
- 1998: joint meeting with the Society for Marine Mammalogy (their

1997 conference). The deadline for proposals was set at the
Inverness meeting in February L993. C. Lockyer, former
president of the SMM, reported that an amendance of c. 5OO

members should be expected.

8. Proposal for workshops. G. Notarbartolo di Sciara proposed a
workshop on Field techniques for the study of Tursiops, and D. Goodson
proposed a workshop on Acoustic techniques. The preparation of the
Inverness conference is already well advanced (particularly concerning
reservation of a meeting room), and since it was felt that the latter
workshop could be subsumed within the ñrst one, it was agreed that the two
proposers should work together to prepare a programme and contact P.

Thompson (Inverness Conference organiser) to see if he could accept this
extra task at such short notice.

This discussion raised the problem of conciliation between conferences
planned wo ye¿rrs in advance and the need to be able to respond to the
interests of the membership which for various reasons might not be
predictable several years ahead .

9. Changes to byelaws. The council proposed that the Editor may serve
a¡ indefinite period, as the Treasurer does, and this proposal was accepted.

The size of the quorum necessary to take a decision at general meetings was
questioned. It is at present 30 (i.e. roughly 10Yo of the membership). It was
discussed whether it should be a fixed number, a percentage of the people
attending the AGM or a percenrage of úre total membership. The assembly
agreed that it should be 15 percent of tl:e full membership.

Changes in the byelaws of the sociery has to be put to vote to the full
membership. See further information on these rwo proposals and
propositions for the vote in this newsletter.

10. Any other business. Student prizes were awarded for "best talk" to
C. Guinet (killer whales, Crozet Archipelago); and for "best poster" to two
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personsa, J. Forcada (striped dolphins, Mediterranean Sea) and B. Wilson
(bottle-nosed dolphins, Scotland). Tbe council congratulated the winners,
and expressed the hope that the observed steady improvement iû the
standarã of presentations will condnue. A sum of money for travel grants
was divided 

-equally 
amongst 1t students (eligible by having presented a

paper or poster a¡d sent the abstract before the required deadline).

Following tbe talk presented by A. Birkun on the " Present sfafus and furure
of the Black Sea dolphins", the dramatic status of most cetaceans and tfie
difficult situation faced by sciendsts i.n this part of the world, together with
a lack of support, was acknowledged: "The complicated ecological, economic
and social situation in ttre region is the mai catal.yst for marine mammal
degradation." It was therefore proposed at the AGM that a resolution be
passed by the ECS on Black Sea dolphins, and this was unanimously
accepted. It was felt that this resolution may help publicise the plight of
these cetaceans and be of some hefp in enabling cooperative projects to
srarr. The council was left with the task of pbrasing this resolution and to
make it public. This will be reported i.n a later newslefter.

Geneviève Desportes

NOTICE OF 1993 ANNUAL ECS CONFERINCE The Annual Conference of
the European Cetacean Society will be held at the Eden Court Theatre in
Inverness, Scotland, from 18-21 February L993.

The main theme of the meeting will be Cetacean Social Organisation
but, as usual, papes on all otb.er aspects of cetacea¡ biology will also be
welcomed.

Keynote speakers will include Dr Randy Wells of Brookfield Zoo and Dr
Andy Read of Woods Hoie Oceanographic Institute. Randy Wells will talk
about his long-term study of the social behaviour of bottle-nosed dolphins
in Sarasota Bøy, Florida. Andy Read will use morphological data collected in
his Canadian studies to b.¡rpothesise on the llkely social structure of
ha¡bour porpoises.

lnverness is at the heart of the Highlands of Scotland. There are good air,
rail a¡d coach links with international airports at Aberdeen, Edinburgh,
Glasgow and London. As a guide, cutrent fares ben¡¡een London and
Inverness range from f42 return (coach) to åLZO (air). Accommodation
arrangements will be handled by the Inverness District Council's
Conference Office. A choice of hotels, guest houses and hostels a¡e available
within walking distance of Eden Court Theatre. Prices are expected to vary
between É12.50 and É4O.OO (room + brealdast) per night, depending upon
the quality of accommodation required. Bursaries will be avaílable to assist
some students witb. these costs.

ECS members will automatically be sent further details and abstract forms
with summer L992 mailings. Completed abstracts will be required by 15
December 199?.

ECS members with an interest in behavioural sciences may be interested in
joining the Associatjon for tåe Südy of Animal Behaviour (ASAB).
Membership costs EIT.OO per year (snrdents .€6.00), and members receive
the journal Animal Behaviour as well as the Assoclation's quarterly
newsletter. A range of grants are also available. These include funds for
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student members of ASAB to travel to conferences (and for gra-nts for small
resea¡ch projects). Although the travel grants are primarily for uavel to
ASAB's own conferences (three per yea¡), they may be given to srudents to
enable tiem to present papers/posters oû a behavloural topic at the
conference of another society. Srudents rr¡i5hing to present relevant work
at the Inverness Confereoce should therefore consider applying for an
ASAB travel grant. Closing dates for grant applications are 1 March, 1 June
and 1 November each year. Membership details are available from: ASAB
Membership Secretary, Reproduction Research lnformation Service, 141
Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8KA, England.

Long-term field srudies of the ecology and social behaviour of bottle-nosed
dolphins are sprouting in Europe in several different locations, including
UK, Portugal, Spain, Sa¡dinia and Croatia. tn the course of these studies,
each team is confronted witb, similar methodological problems, such as
behavioural sampling, definitions of behavioural states and events,
measurement of group size and description of its dynamics, description of
patterns of association among individuals, sexing techniques, use of
acoustics, determination of population sÞe and parameters, etc. Enhancing
communication among tearns, to discuss and refine methods and to
exchange ideas would help define long-term cornmon objectives and make
results more comparable. With this aim, a one-day workshop is being
organised in Inverness, in conoection with the Seventh Annual
Conference of the society. It will be open to all persons actively involved in
such studies. The precise timing of the workshop depends upon the number
of people registering for it, but it will either be on L7 or 22 Februa:y. For
inquiries and suggestions, and to express your interest in participating,
please contact: Giuseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara, Tethys Research Institute,
piazza Duca d'Aosta 4, ZOl24 Milano, Italy (Tel. (39.2) 670 43E5; fax (39.2) 294O
L987.

CREATION OF A MEDITERRANEAN WORKING GROUP

During the Annual Conference of the ECS in San Remo, several groups
working in the Mediterranean Sea proposed the creation of a working
group for this region. The proposal was put forward and approved at the
Annual General Meeting, and 38 interested people anended a preliminary
organisational meeting of this working group.

In this first meeting it was proposed that the main objectives of the
Mediterranean Working Group (MWG) should be: ( 1) to increase
communication between different research teams; (2) to co-ordinate
research ln that region; and (3) to invesdgate posslble acdons to increase
t]:e attendance to ECS conferences of researcb.ers from Mediterranean
countries from eastern Europe and northern Africa.

Fields of research that were considered particularly to benefit from the
activides of the lvfwc were:

- Population studies (including censuses)- Photo-Íd,enrificadon
- Interacdons with ftsheries- Polludon srudies

The overlap of t}re activities of the MWG with those of the group of marine
mammals of the committee of vertebrates and cephalopods of the
lnternational Commission for the Srudy of rhe Mediteranean Sea (CIESMM)
was discussed. It was felt th,at this overlap might create duplicarion of effort
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and costs and, in order to avoid that, it was proposed that the future ECS

annual conferences orgânised in southern Europe should be coincidental
with the inter-sessional meedngs of the CIESMM grorrp to allow joint
ECS/CIESMM sessions. Indeed, most culTent members of t]re CIESMM
cetacean group a¡e also members of the ECS, and it was agreed that this
coincidence would benefit the activities of botl organisations and save
money and efforts to individual researchers.

the MWG nominated Alex Aguilar to be its chairman, and agreed to propose
Guiseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara as cand.idate president for the CIESMM
group, which should elect new officers at its next General Meeting, in
Trieste (Itaty) benveen LZ-L7 Ocmber L992.

Enclosed with this newsletter is an "interest form". Anyone wishing to
particlpate in tle activities of the lvfwc should fiU in tÌris form and mail it
back to ttre Chairman of the group, at the address shown there, before 1

August 1992.

A list of members of this group with their addresses, FAX and telephone
nurnbers, and fields of interest, witl be circulated among all those
returning the forms, ild a working session will be organised during the
next ECS Annual Conference in Inverness

Alex Aguilar

PROPOSAT FOR TRANSFORMATION OF THE HARBOUR PORPOISE
WORKING GROUP TNTO A NORTH AND BALTIC SEA SMALL CETACEAN
WORKING GROUP

During the annual general meeting of the ECS in Sa¡ Remo, I proposed to
transform the harbour porpoise working group (HPWG) into a "North and
Baltic Sea Small Cetacean Working Group (NBSSWG)" - Why tJris?

The HPWG is as old as the ECS, in fact it is even older since the society was
born out of a ha¡bour porpoise meeting. The objectives of the working
groupwas to give an inventory of ongoing and planned research, to
develop and discuss working methods, a:ld to encourage research groups to
initiate surveys. The WG has fulfilled these objectives through, for
example, a review on recent research published in the second ECS
Proceedings and a s¡recial workshop held in Cambridge in autumn 1988.

Since the editing of the review nearly five years have passed a¡rd the
resea¡ch effort has generally risen. Projects have now been carried out ilr.
the three Scandinavian countries, in Germany a¡rd in United Kingdom.
Altlough by no means sufficient data have been collected on rlre ha¡bour
porpoise, there a¡e other species (notably the wo Lagenorhynchus
species), occurring in t.lle northern part of the North Sea a¡d in the
Skagerrak that are in need of study. One way to draw attention to these
species u¡ould be to include them in the "old" HPWG.

I suggest that all interested people gather at the next ECS Conference to re-
orgaaise the working group. For this meeting I will act as the convenor
and prepare an up-to-date review on activities on all the above mentioned
small cetacean species.

9
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COSINE INTERNATIONAL PTLOT SUPPORT PROJECT

The ECS has been chosen to participate in a project that aims to get
resea¡chers interested in using electronic mail for commuoication,
exchange of data, etc. The idea behind this is to encourage people with less
specialised computer knowledge who are carrying out research to use this
form of communication as a useful tool. The project is funded by the
Commission of the European Communities and eighteen European
countries. A firm called Logica has selected 25 potenüal candidates
("Special Interest Groups") including the ECS. The groups were required to
have a special research interest and to be truly "Europeatln, that is,
membership in a number of countries a¡d not simply bilateral links
between countries. The ECS was chosen with nine other groups, for
exa-ople groups on nurine technology, education, diet and health.

I¡r order to determine the level of interest amongst ECS members for E-mail
communica[ion, a questionnaire was sent to three groups within ¡¡s
sociery:
(1) all council members; (2) national contact p€rsons; and (3) members of
the computer working group. Unfortunately a number of questionnaires
were not received in the post and it was not until early May that we learned
that this had happened. The questionnaire was then sent by fax and we are
now receiving some information.

The aim of COSINE is to get people to respond at a steady rate. It was
impossible to handle large numbers of respondents at once aûd so the
initial informaüon was requested from a limited number of ECS members.

Those who are learning about COSINE for the first time through tbis
newsletter and who would like further information, there are two
possibilities:

(1) If you already have an E-mail number yourself, please contact me and
give me your number. For the time hilrg, please do this by fa.x or post via
Jan Willem Broekema, the chairrnan of the ECS Computer Working Group
who is arranging that we have a central E-mail number for tIe ECS, and
will be setting up some mailing lists.

(2) If you do not yet have an E-mail number, if you are at an institute or
university, check if you can obtain a number by contactiûg your
computing department. If that is not possible, we c¿rn try to ¿u'range
sometling tbrough COSINE. However, as mentioned earlier, it is impossible
to ¿urage this for everyone at once and it may be necessary to limit it to
people engaged in active research. This will depend upon the response
from people without E-mail numbers.

The project is co-ordinated on behalf of the society by Marjan Addink and
Jan Willem Broekema. The contact address is Marjan Addink, National
Museum of Natural History, P.O. Box 95L7,2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands.
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N991 SIIMMER TN1IERNSMIP AT lIJHts CEN1IER FOR, CO.AST"AN.

sT'ttDntss, MASS.ACmIISEIITS, US"A.

i spent three months during the summer of 1991 at the Center for Coastal
StriOies (CCS) teaming the techn;ques of photo-identification of cetaceans.
The center has long éxperience in tfris subiect area and I am tfiankful to
Phil Clapham a¡¿ tne European Cetacean Society who_ gave me the
opportuniry to learn more about this topic. The knowledge I have-acquired
*iU netp dre Tetbys Research. lnstitute (TRI) to improve the -methodology
of ttre rèsea¡ch on fin whales Balaenoptera physalus in the Mediterranean
Sea.

The Center for Coastal Studies was founded in L976 as a non profit
organisation dedicated to research, education and advisory ¡çrvic-es for the
coãstal environment. located on the tip of Cape Cod in the midst of a variety
of fragile marine habitats, the Center has become intemarionally known
for its scientific resea¡ch endeavours.

Every year humpback, fin whale and northern right whale return to the
wateis of Cape Cbd, feeding in the area of Stellwagen Bank. This is a 30 m
deep moreniõ sand deposit formed during the last glacial era; along its side-
walis, upwelltngs pardcularly rich in nutrients determine the presence of
zooplankton (copepods Calanus finmarchicus) and small fish (sandlance or
sandeel Ammodytes americanus and A. dubiusl.

Much of the field work takes place aboa¡d the commercial whale-watching
vessels of the Dolphin Fleet with whom the Center acts as the "Naturalist on
board", and helps the tourists r¡nderstand the world of whales while all the
data in rhe field are collected by the interns who gain extensive experience
witb these cetaceans.

Thanks ro these facilities, the Center has the largest number of whales
catalogued in the population file. Over 6OO humpback whale individuals
have been idendñed by photographs of tfie shape of their dorsal fins and
the unique btack and white patterns on the underside of thei¡ tails. With all
these data it has been possible to build genealogical trees of t}le Cape Cod
population up to four generations; it has been possible to determine that
female sexual maturiry is around 4-6 years of age, as r¡¡ell as to understand
more about their reproductive behaviour during the winter months when
humpbacks migrate (CCS researchers do too) to the Caribbean Sea.

The identification of right whales by the callosities on the forehead, has
started only recently while the research on the distribution and abundance
of their primary food source and on how they locate and opttmise thei¡ food
consumption has been going on since 1978. Not much is known about thei¡
habits and it is not understood why tJre population cannot reach a number
of individuals sufficient to guarantee the survival of the species. In fact,
despite the species having been protected since L929, the population of
nortåern right whales numbers approximately only 3OO individuals.

The srudy of fin whales using photo-identification started at the CCS in
lgTg.Identification is possible due to the shape of the dorsal hn and tIe
patterns of the pigmentation on the rig.ht side of the body.

Individuals are grouped in seven categories according to the shape of the
dorsal fin: rype A: Iarge and broad; rype B: long, thin and pointed; type C:
small and triangular; type D: leading edge bent posteriorly and/or hooked;
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fype E: short, lorn¡ version of type A; type F: with humps on the back of the
whale anterior to tlte insertion of the dorsal fin; and type O: all remaining
fins.

The asymmetrical pigmentation shapes into nvo distjnctive features which
a¡e called:

(1) Blaze - found only on the rigbt side of the body. It is a light area above
the jawline, anterior to the eye stripe, running dorsally and laterally up to
the midline near the blowholes u¡hich are usually dark.

(2) Chevron - V-shaped pattero of light pigmentation originating behind
the blowholes and moving in a posterior, tl.en anterior direction. This
pigmentatÍon ends posterior to the ear stripe between the auricular orifìce
and posterior to the inserd.on of the flipper.

Characteristics such as nicks ou the dorsal fin and significant scars on the
body a¡e also relevant for photo-identiflcation.

It is not easy to take good quality photographs of the animal and special
guidelines have to be followed for bener results. It is very important to take
a sequence of shots in such a way tiat each frame has part of the body of
tbe previous and the following one in order to certify that one is depicting
a single individual. Photographs should be taken at right angles to the
animal from a distance that allows a good view and does not disturb ir
At the Center I focused my energies on the photo-identification of fin
whales. My working time during the week was equally partitioned on the
followtng major activities: (a) data collection at sa; (b) dark room work: and
(c) photo-idendficadon work.

(a) Data collection at sea. Aboa¡d the whale watching boats I was in charge
of writing on specific data sheets all the information regarding each
cetacean sighting. Such informadon included weatler conditions, time and
location of the sighttng, species and number of animals, individual and
social behaviour, reactions to the boat, and photographic records. A person
in charge then stored all these data onto the computer.

(b) Dark room. In the dark room I was developing photographs of fin
whales from the years 1989 and 1990 (approximarety ZOO sightings).
Developlng techniques are not pardcularly complex but it is important to
strictly follow the guidellnes ln order to obtain phorographs of good
qualiry. Because whale ry¿¡ching boats prefer to approach humpback
whales, photographs of ñnbacks are usually taken from a distance. In the
dark room you have to work on the contrasts in order to show more clearly
all the characteristics that will allow identification and matching.

(c) Photo-identification work. This included analysis and matching. I was
working under tb.e supervision of lrene Seipt and phil Clapham.

ln the analysis, you have to choose from the contact sheets, with the help
of data sheets, $ôich photographs have to be printed in the da¡k room. This
is a tiring job which requires some experience. It is not easy to discern
scars, nicks and other important information from a tiny image using only
a magnifying lens.

once I had developed the selected photographs, I was rrying ro match them
with those of tlre catalogue. The catalogue of tlre CCS contains 156
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individually identified animals photographed in the area of Stellwagen
Ba¡I; of these, 98 were observed more than once and. 7O woe photographed
in 2 to E different years. These data indicate strong evidence of both
seasonaliry and regional fidetiry.

It was not difficult to match tlose animals that were present in the
catalogue: only three characteristics need to be in common to botl.. a:rimals.

Those animals that d.id not appear in the catalogue were examined in order
to be individually identi-ûed. To do this it is essential to have a photographic
record of seven longlasting characteristics such as tlre dorsal fin, tJre
pesence of nicks on the dorsal fin, the blaze, the chevron and scars.
Because of the strong bias in photographic effort towards humpbacks, the
qt¡ality of pbotographs were often iosufficient to allow identification.

During rny stay in Cape Cod, I was able to participate in two cruises on board
the Center's resea¡ch vessel. The aim of the first cruise was to test the
insertion and cransmission of Jeffrey Goodyear's (PhD snrdent at Guelph
Universiry, Canada) new satellite tags. We were able to tag four idendfied
male humpback whales. Wh.ile tb¡ee of the tags were expelled after a few
days, one remained on the animal ransmirdng information for six weeks.

The second cruise took place in the Great Soutl Channel south east of
Chatham, Cape Cod, along the 50 m coûtour line. Here we were hoping to
ff.nd some fìn whales since none had been seen so far dr¡ring the summer.
unfortunately, we had no luck but we had some fantastic views of
humpback whales lunge-feeding.

The fact that no fin whales were tn the area was a bit of a handicap for
what concerned the practice of approaching the a¡rimal at sea from a
Zodiac inflatable, and taking photographs. I did, however, practise on
artificial targets, the use of a crossbow for biopsy.

As part of the intemship I spent a week on Mount Desert Rock where the
College of the Atlantic operates a research station to srudy whales, seals and
birds. This small rocky island, approximarcly 3.5 acres in size at low tide, is
located 20 nautical miles off Mount Desert Island in the northern GuIf of
Maine. The water surrounding the island is 1O0 m deeþ or more, and strong
tidal currents cause the upwelling of nut¡ient-rich deep warer. Thé
research on whales is concentrated on fin whales wtricu is the
predomina:rt species in t]re area. sightings are made from a 30 m tall
lighthouse. when a whale is sponed, tb¡eè people on an inflatable boat
attempt the approach following instructions given by radio from the
person in the tower. Photographic records a¡d biopsy samples are then
taken. The tjme spent here has been very useful for práctising what I could
not practise where there were no whales.

Mount Desert Rock is also the site where the North Atlantic Fin Whale
ctalogue is kept Fo- June to September. All the 537 individually identiñed
animals can be found in one of the 14 categories in which the óatalogue is
divtded into, representing the seven diffeient dorsal fin shapes witb no
nicks and tIe seven dorsal fin shapes with nicks.

I had brought from Italy the catalogue of the 1.2 identiñed fin whales of the
Mediterranea¡ Sea but coutd nor find any match (no wonder!).

All tbe information concerning each identified animal is stored in a
computer using specific codes in ord,er to facilitate the matching process.
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This is performed at t¡e College of the Atlandc by Judith Beard; here, also,
all the negatives of the photographs taken since 1974 are kept safely
protected from light, heat and humidity.

In conclusion, during my stay in the United States, I have been able to
follow all the steps that lead to correct photo-identification of fin whales.

I have acquired a good knowledge on dark room techniques; having
developed so many black a¡d white prints taught me how important it is to
take good photographs at sea as well as having the possibility to develop
one's own material.

Through the matching process, I learned to recognise what scars are good
for identifi.cation purposes and which do not really help.

Using the existing catalogues gave me an insight on how to organise the
growing catalogue of the Mediterranean population a¡d how importartt it is
to follow objective criteria for a proper flIing.

Running inflatable boats instead of a 12 m long salling vessel facilitates the
approach of the animal gving better results from both the photographic
and biopsy point of view.

I hope that all I have lea¡nt will really help the Tethys Research Institute
to improve the methodology of the research on ñn whales. The experience
that scientists at the CCS have acquired durlng the years of studying
cetaceans by photo-identificadon will surely avoid our institute making
certain errors.

Since I came back, the TRI has re-organised the catalogue of the finbacks
sighted from the beginning of 1990. The catalogue now contains 57 ¿unimals
filed according to tXeir dorsal fin category. For each animal there is a
drawing in which its identifying characterisd.cs are emphasised. Computer
assisted matching will be in operation before the beginn;ng of the next
field season.

The field season starts in July. Je¡e sailing boats, baed in San Remo, will be
navigating the Llgurian Sea for LZ weeks in search of whales to be
photographed and biopsied. We hope to be able ro collect a lot of new
information.

I would like to tlank all the people of the Center for Coastal Studies,
particularly lrene Seipt a¡d Phil Clapham, for having been always helpful,
and for having given me a good insight on how scientific research is done
in USA.

Gigvanna BeSazzO

CEII.ACts.AN [NTEß,N.A1IÍONA[, MtsETÍNG

IMPORTANT AQUATIC MAMMAL MEETING IN SOUTH AMERICA The
"Fiftb Working Meeting of Aquatic Mammal Specialists of South America"
(5 Reuníon de Trabajo de Especislistas eû Mamiferos Acuáticos de America
del Su¡) will be held in Buenos Aires, Argen 'na, from 28 September to 2
October L992. This biennial meeting, the most irnportant of its kiad in South
America, will include scientific presentâtions, round table discussions and
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social events, and is
committee comprises
Enrique Crespo.

organised by Fundación Australis. The organising
Alfredo Lichter, Luis Capozzo, Hugo Castello, and

The working language of the meeting wiü be Spanish, although, in former
years, papers in Pornrguese have also been accepted. Since no restrictions
have been specified in the flrst circular, I assume that any subject related
to aquatic mammal researclr wtll be considered.

After the conference, a visit will be organised to the marine mammal
laboratory at the Centro Nacional Patagónico in Pueno Madryn. Thls town
lies Just soutl of Peninsula Valdés, a well-known marine ma¡nmal hotspot
(southem right whales, klller whales, dusky dolphins, elephant seals, etc.).

Additional information, such as on how to attend or submit abstracts
(before 1 July L992), cal¡ be obtained from H.L. Capozzo, Laboratorio de
Mamíferos Marinos, Museo Argentino de Ciencias Naturales "Bernardino
Rivadavia", Av. Angel Galla¡do 47O, L4OS Buenos Aires, Arge.ntina. Precise
registration fees have not yet been communicated, but it was suggested that
these would vary between arouad US$ 5G6O for professionals and US$ 30-40
for students. I warmly recommend ttris meeting, at least for anybody who
can afford it.

Koen Van Waerebeek

Cenuo Peruano de Estudios Cetológicos,
Casilla 1536, Lima 18, Peru.

REqtt8sit FoR sÏotoGrc.A[. MATtsRlAL

BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES FROM STRANDED DOLPHINS Can anyone
help me in collecting samples? I am a student in Biological Sciences in
Milan and am collecting samples from stranded dolphins for my
dissertation which concems an investigation of possible adaptations in ttre
sarcomere that could explain the high muscular power developed by
cetace¿rns. To complete my work I badly need more samples.

What I actually need a¡e both muscular biopsies and samples from: kidney,
suprarenal gla:rds, liver, intestine, stomach, p¿increas and skin.

I would particularly appreciate samples taken from species not usually
present in the Mediterranean.

Guidelines for collection a¡d preparation of the samples are as follows:
(a) Instrucdons for isometric sampling (electron microscopy)

(1) Prepare SPAFG (that is, the fixative which we use for this kind of
analysis, an isometric clamp, and a la¡rcet. SPAFG is prepared by taking 150
ml of double filtered picric acid and keeping ir ar 60 deg C, adding 20 g of
para -formaldehyde (uslng a magnedc stirrer), prepartng a Karlsson and
schultz phosphate buffer by dissolving 3.31 g of NalIzPo4.H2O and 33.77 g of
Na2HPO4.7H2O in one litre of water. Add to tbe picric acid every 30 minutes
one or nvo drops of 2.52% NaOH. When rhe solution ls clear (after a feww
hours), make it up to L litre by adding rhe buffer. This is termed PAF. The
fixative is prepared by dissolving 31 g of sucrose in a PAF fixative at a fìnal
volume of 1oo ml (terrred SPAF). Equal volumes of sPAF fixadve and 6%
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glutaraldehyde are ttren combined to give a final SPAFG solution
containing 3% glutaraldehyde and 0.45 M sucrose.

(2) Make a lancing, Iift skin and blubber, and eliminate the SDS (Subdermal
connectjve tissue sheath);

(3) Isolate a fibre band;

(4) Lift the band with the isometric clamp, tighten it up and close tle
clamp;

(5) Cut the sample with the lancet laterally to the clamp;

(6) If everything has been made correctly, in tfie clamp there is an
isometric sample that must be pre-fixed: then insert the clamp with the
sample tn a bottle, add SPAFG and wait 15 minutes;

(7) Handling the clamp with ca¡e, set the sample free into the same bottle;

(8) label the bottle by writing in pencil the species, sex and date;

(9) Sign on the dolphin shape the site where the biopsies have been made.

The fixative used (SPAFG) is dangerous! Before carrying out any operation,
wear gloves.

(b) Sampting for comparative histology (optical microscopy). The aim of
this resea¡ch is to c¿ury out an histoiogical comparison among some
odontocetes in order to prepare a small histological atlas.

We shall investigate: kidney (both cortex and medulla), suprarenal glands
(capsules) - both cortex and medulla, lungs, intestine, stomach, panreas and
skin. We shall chen use thin sections placed in acrylic resins (Bioacryl) and
prepared using brand new polichrome colourings.

Please note: never freeze the samples; put the¡n instead into a cooler.

I do hope you can help me with samples for my project.

Bortolotto Alessandro

c/o Prof. Giulio lanzavechia,
Dpartimento di Zoologia e Citologia, 1A

Facoltà di Scienze Biologiche,
Università Statale degli Studi di Milano,

via Celoria 26,
20100 Milano,

Italy.
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THE BLACK SEA DOLPHIN EMERGENCY

The GESS (Grupul de Explorari Subacwatice si Subterane) society is- a

Romanian voluntary orgaiisation founded in 1981 by Christian lascu' Its

aim is to fight for the survival of tle marine environment.

For more than thirty years, many countries in Europe together with the
former USSR have béeá using the-Black Sea as a dumping ground for their
chemical pollutants. The Rive-r Danube is the major source of this pollution.
The coun'tries through whtch the Danube passes use the river as a sewer

into which they dispose their iudustrial, agricultural and human wastes.

in" catastrophic êffects of these practices -uPon the Black Sea are
exacerbated bècause its ecosystems are small and fragtle. These ecosystems

simply cânñot cope with. thé nuge arnounts of pol.lutants currently being
discharged into the sea.

The size of the Black Sea is so very small when compared with the combined
size of those countries borderiaþ it. Over lOO million people live i¡ the
catchment area of the Black Sea.

T,tsiI"fJER TO l|]Hts EDTT@R

The combination of all these factors has resulted in:

(1) A huge increase in the mortaliry of animals at the top of-the food chain,
parUcutalty seals and dolphins. This is due to the increased concentration
of poisonous heavy metals in the water.

(2) Mass extermination of fish, crustaceans and molluscs caused by the
phenomenon of blooming algae during the summer time-

It is probably too late to save the Black Sea sturgeon from extinction. The
Black Sea was once tlre world's largest sotrrce of sturgeon.

We have only a short alrrlount of time in which to save the dolphins of rlte
Black Sea -The 

Black Sea is home to three dolphin species: the ha¡bour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena rellctal, known as the sea pig, and this race
ioun¿ nou¡trere else in the world; the common dolphin (Delphinus delphis);
and tb.e bottle-nosed dolphin (Tursiops r¡uncarus).

Fifty years ago, if you stood on the shores of the Black Sea you would see
many dolphins at play. Today, in precisely the same place you can see only
a few in the course of a month.

The reasons for this are:

(1) The high tevel of pollution, which is still increasing;

(2) The mass slaughter by shooting. Traditionally, people who iive a¡ound
the Black Sea kill tXe dolphins with rifles, both for food and for fun;

(3) The decreasing number of fish available for dolphins to eat. The Black
Sea is seriously overfi.shed by too marly trawlers using rhe wrong rypes of
fishing gear.

(4) The death by suffocation of baby dolphins which have been trapped in
fishermen's nets.
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We at the GESS Society are going to fight for the survival of the Black Sea
dolphins. initially it is our intention to:

- first, and most importantly, caÍry out a comprehensive survey and census
of the few dolphins that still survive.

- to use the results of our survey to determine the relative contribution of
the varying components in the dolphins' decline.

- finally, using the analyses of the results of our census and surveys, to
enable us to propose the most effective solutions to prevent the dolphins'
extinction.

We needed to acquire a boat suitable for the purpose of carrying out the
census and survey. Four years ago, we obtained a vessel which had
previously been used as a dolphin catcher boat. In Romanian it is called
"Cuter", and is 13.5 metres long. The boat was in very poor condition and
we have only just finished its repair and renovation. All this work was
carried out to the original design and specifications using authentic
materials of the period. The boat is now identical to how it looked when it
was launched in L964. Voluntee¡s did all this work.

The GESS Sociery's decision to use a former dolphin catcher boat was
deliberate. Our studies using this boat will obliterate its past and absolve its
guilt. The boat wtrich in the past was a killer of dolphins will in the funrre
be thei¡ saviour - ¡åjs is our prtncipal theme.

We named the boat "Anadara" which is a sheil found in the Black Sea.
Anadara is now ready to put to sea and the crew is ready and wiliing to sail.
Anadara's maiden voyage is scheduled for early July.

We have the boat, we have the crew, but we do not have certain items of
equipment essentjal for the success of our expeditions.

Our need is for the more sophisticated electrical equipment appropriate to
the task ahead of us. For example, amongst other things, vrre do not have an
echo sounder, radar, satellite navigator or marine rad.io.

Perhaps you would be kind enough to consider helping us in some way to
obtain these items of equipment.

If you require further information, please contact:

Dr. Chrisdan lascu or Dr Radu Popa,
Speleological Institute,
Frumoasa str. 11, code 78114,
sect. 1, Bucharest,
Romania.
Tel. 597585

74?3f36

Cracitrn Nicolae,
Faculty of Biology,
Uqiv. of Bucharest,
Spl. lndependentei n¡. 91-95
sect 5, code 706O3, Bucharest,
Roma¡ria.

Craciun Nicolae
Radu Popa

Please help us save the Black Sea dolphins. Thank yoü,
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